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Our Hoop House has
undergone garden bed
construction and is equipped
with a new watering system
and vertical garden
structures. The seeds and
starts have been planted with
herbs, tomatoes, beans,
peas, greens, strawberries,
squash and melons. The hoop
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house will help to extend the
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growing cycle of plants by
keeping them warm
throughout the season,
keeping them protected from
the outside elements, such as
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“FOOD SOVEREIGNTY IS AN
AFFIRMATION OF WHO WE ARE
AS INDIGENOUS PEOPLES AND

wind, insects and animals.

A WAY, ONE OF THE MOST

The smaller hoop house is

SUREFOOTED WAYS, TO

also back in action. It is
dedicated to cooler plants
that need more moisture
including peas and carrots.

RESTORE OUR RELATIONSHIP
WITH THE WORLD AROUND
US.” WINONA LADUKE
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DUMP CLEAN UP
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Spring 2015 – Working with
the Yomba Housing
Department, OEP staff
removed years of waste
from the large dump site
below the transfer station.
We are still looking for a
place to take the mountain
of tires for disposal. It was
a long time coming but a
major improvement!
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WEED MAPPING
Summer 2015 - The Office of Environmental Protection recently received a BIA grant to
identify and map noxious weeds on the reservation. A number of students from the
University of Montana spent weeks walking the pastures, river banks and thrashing
through thick willows to assess the severity of the noxious weed situation. Some of the
weeds they discovered included Tall White Top, Canada & Bull Thistle, Hoary Cress,
Russian Knapweed, Puncture Vine and Sulphur Cinquefoil. Next year, we hope to receive
additional funding to treat and remove the weeds that were mapped during this project.

CANADA T HISTLE

NEAR DIVERSION ‘ F’
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RIVER ASSESSMENT & SURFACE WATER TESTING
May 2015 – Dan Mosley, a biologist and member of the Pyramid Lake Paiute Tribe,
worked with OEP Director, Susan Jamerson, to assess the health of our river and
watershed. These pictures reflect the health of the river and wildlife including macro
organisms, minnows, frogs and lots of riparian vegetation.
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Up-Cycling & Repurposing
The Office of Environmental Protection has continued to offer community workshops
focused on reusing and up-cycling materials for a healthier environment. Yomba youth
made paper, candles, soap as well as starting seeds for the garden.
own creative projects with up-cycled materials!

Try making your
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YOMBA WATER FESTIVAL
July 2014 – OEP hosted a water festival where Yomba youth participated in watershed
research. They gathered water samples, studied micro and macro organisms under
microscopes, and preformed water testing. Theresa Taylor from the Nevada Rural Water
Association came out to Yomba to teach our youth about erosion control, riparian zones
and watershed health. The three day event included a few nights at the Columbine
campground for further investigation of the entire watershed. Stewart Creek served as a
contrasting riparian zone and water composition to the Reese River. The youth presented
their research to the Yomba community during a public event.
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FEDERAL REGULATIONS THAT EFFECT THE YOMBA
RESERVATION & OEP PROGRAMS
RCRA: The Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA) is our nation’s primary law
governing the disposal of solid and hazardous waste. RCRA banned all open dumping of
waste, encouraged source reduction and recycling, and promoted the safe disposal of
municipal waste. RCRA also mandated strict controls over the treatment, storage, and
disposal of hazardous waste. RCRA was amended and strengthened by Congress in
November 1984 by phasing out land disposal of hazardous waste. Other mandates of this
strict law include increased enforcement authority for EPA, more stringent hazardous
waste management standards, and a comprehensive underground storage tank program.
CAA: The Clean Air Act (CAA) gives EPA the authority to limit emissions of air pollutants
coming from sources like chemical plants, utilities, and steel mills. Individual states or
tribes may have stronger air pollution laws, but they may not have weaker pollution limits
than those set by EPA. Today, motor vehicles are responsible for nearly one half of smogforming volatile organic compounds (VOCs). More than half of the nitrogen oxide (NOx)
emissions, and about half of the toxic air pollutant emissions in the United States. Motor
vehicles, including off-road vehicles, now account for 75 percent of carbon monoxide
emissions nationwide. The Clean Air Act takes a comprehensive approach to reduce
pollution from these sources. Manufacturers are required to build cleaner engines and
produce cleaner fuels. Certain areas with air pollution problems must adopt and run
passenger vehicle inspections and maintenance programs.
SDWA: The Safe Drinking Water Act (SDWA) is the main federal law that ensures the
quality of Americans' drinking water. This sets standards for drinking water quality and
requires actions to protect drinking water and its sources: rivers, lakes, reservoirs,
springs, and ground water wells to protect against both naturally-occurring and manmade contaminants. SDWA applies to every public water system in the United States.
SDWA does not regulate private wells but Yomba’s central tower and three wells
are considered a public water system because it serves more than 25 people.
This means the tribe is required to do monthly testing and report results to the
EPA and publish a yearly Consumer Confidence Report.
FIFRA: Federal Insecticide, Fungicide, and Rodenticide Act (FIFRA) was first passed in
1947, it established procedures for registering pesticides with the U.S. Department of
Agriculture and established labeling provisions. This law was primarily aimed at protecting
consumers from ineffective products and deceptive labeling. FIFRA regulates the use and
sale of pesticides to protect human health and preserve the environment.
CWA: The Clean Water Act (CWA) regulates quality standards for surface waters and the
discharge of pollutants. The CWA made it unlawful to discharge any pollutant from a point
source into navigable waters, unless a permit was obtained. Individual homes that are
connected to a municipal system, use a septic system, or do not have a surface discharge
do not need an NPDES permit. However, industrial, municipal, and other facilities must
obtain permits if their discharges go directly to surface waters. To help enforce the CWA,
the EPA restores and maintains oceans, watersheds, and aquatic ecosystems to protect
human health, support economic and recreational activities, and provide healthy habitat
for fish, plants, and wildlife.
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